
TURNSTYLE BEGININGS...  

There’s no doubt, technology for the 

guitarist has taken several quantum leaps 

in the past 5-10 years. Moving into the 

digital realm afforded us a whole new 

world of  countless options and put 

unprecedented versatility at our fingertips. 

Ease of  use, “virtually” configurable, and 

all the industry standard tones coming out 

of  one guitar is nothing short of  amazing. 

What else could we possibly want? The 

only drawback is that it eventually shows 

to be a near simulation once the new has 

worn off. Having gone through the digital 

buffet more times that I care to admit, I 

keep coming back to 100% tube amp 

driven by real pickups. Nothing digitally 

generated or manipulated but the ideal 

tone from the 50’s, 60’s and 70’s that 

everybody is working so hard to funnel into 

a mass manufactured box or module. With 

so many “new” products in stores being 

reissues and retros, there must be 

something to it. This got me thinking: who 

says we can’t get more than 3 to 5 sounds 

out of  a conventional guitar? The high- 

tech guys absolutely broke the “one- trick 

pony” barrier, but if  you find yourself  

saying “it’s just not the same”, then 

Turnstyle might be the answer to what you 

crave.  
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Proudly made in the 

“Live Music Capitol of the World”

unleash the sonic 

potential of your 

favorite guitar with 

Turnstyle 

www.TurnstyleSwitch.com 
Patent Pending Design

Turn Here for Tone
The Turnstyle ProShop has been building 
1-of-a-kind switching systems for guitars 
and basses for over 15 years.  Anything 
ranging from dual humbuckers to active 
pickups, sustainers, custom-wound or 
tapped pickups, individual volume and 

tone per pickup…you dream up what you 
want it to do and and we will design and 

build it.  Full-service installations are also 
available and highly recommended as this 

allows us to fully optimize the Custom 
Turnstyle system to your pickups and 

instrument’s tonal properties.

ProShop
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Turnstyle gives your instrument ready access to a collection of classic tones….all through 
hand-wired passive analog circuitry, top quality components, and solderless installation
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PICKUP TONES 

1)  STOCK STRAT® 5-WAY 

2)  TELE® /  WIDE-RANGE / THIN LINE 

3)  HUMBUCKER /  P-90

Stratocaster

CO M F O R TA B L E  A S  A N  O L D  PA I R  O F  J E A N S
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   S3  for Stratocaster                $325 
The most versatile switching systems this side of the 
Turnstyle ProShop.  With15 different pickup tone at your 
fingertips, the S3 readily covers the four most widely 
used pickup families: Strat®, Tele®, P-90®, and  
Humbucker.  All done in a compact passive-analog 
circuit that fits into your Fender Stratocaster® with no 
modifications required.

   T2  for 2-Pickup Telecaster                                   $230 
Specifically designed for the classic duo and the players that choose simplicity.  T2 
adds three sounds to the pallet without trying to be something other than Tele: 

Series HB: Tele flavored Humbucker tone 
Thinline: Woody resonance with a bit more complexity  and warmth  
Parked Wah: A distinctive La Grange mid-hump that cuts through the mix

   T3  for 3-Pickup “Nashville” Telecaster             $240 
Fully utilize that middle pickup while remaining true to your guitar’s Tele® roots.  T3 
provides 10 tones in all…including re-gaining the bridge & middle combo: 

Tele® Trinity & Strat® “in-between” tones: All good things Leo in there 
Series HB, Thinline & Parked Wah: Just like in the T2 system above  
MDF: Meaty G&L® ASAT® Special tone  
Filter-Tron: Taking your Tele in to Gretsch® territory

   P1  for Precision Bass                                            $200 
Sometime you need to reign in the beast a tad, but still need that thump on-
demand.  P1 adds five more tones to the existing signature P-Bass® sound: 

Jazz Bass®: Get that smooth bridge & neck tone from the other Fender® bass 
Rickenbacker®: Go outside the Fender® box and take on a different persona  
Scooped: Lay low in the pocket while filling out the mix 
Stand-Up Acoustic: Go dark and mellow with plenty of articulation 
Growl: Get your fuzz on without a pedal or a battery

   J2  for Jazz Bass                                                     $240 
If your J-Bass is your baby, then J2 is for you.  It gives your Jazz six tones in all that 
cover the musical spectrum from light jazz to driving rock. 

Jazz Bass®: Three signature Jazz combos: bridge, both, & neck 
Precision Bass: Bring the attitude with the deep punch of a P-Bass® 
Rickenbacker: Go outside the Fender® box and take on a different persona  
Growl: Get your fuzz on without a pedal or a battery
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Stratocaster®, Strat®, Telecaster®, Tele®,  Precision Bass®, P-Bass®, Jazz Bass®, and Gretsch® are registered trademarks of Fender Musical Instruments Corp.  ASAT® is a registered trademark of G&L Musical Instruments Corp.  Rickenbacker is a register trademark of 
Rickenbacker International Corp.  All products are trademarks of their respective owners, which are in no way associated or affiliated with Turnstyle Switch, LLC.


